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Dear Client,  
 

We are pleased to share with you here all necessary information about SOL-Hypnosis® and its preparations. We give 
here the best practice information, which does not necessarily have to be followed completely for the preparation. 
However, it is advisable to make the preparations as good as possible, so that the conditions for a pleasant, undisturbed 
and successful hypnosis can be created. 
 
APPOINTMENT / OUR LOCATION: 
To fix an appointment with us, you can contact us either via phone or WhatsApp (+63 (0)906 263 7816), via email 
(sol.hypnosis@sbcompetence.com) or through our Facebook page "SOL Hypnosis Palawan". 
 

Allow at least half a day for the appointment. Whenever possible, we will try to schedule an early morning appointment 
with you at 8am. Set up the day of the hypnosis so that you are completely free of any obligations, without time pressure, 
relaxed. 
 

Our therapy center is located at Enriquez-Street/BM-road, Bgy. San Pedro, in Puerto Princesa City / Palawan. We are 
easy to find: a few meters away from Hotel AlaAmid, you can see our signboard (our gate is open every day from 7:30 
am to 6 pm). Just walk in. 
 

    
 
QUESTIONNAIRE FORM:  
Before the scheduled appointment, we ask you to fill out the questionnaire carefully and independently (you can 
download the questionnaire from our website http//: www.sbcompetence.com/hypnosis). Please bring it filled out to the 
appointment. This completed questionnaire will then be discussed together during the preliminary meeting and, in 
addition to the joint discussion, will serve to define your personal hypnosis goals in detail. 
 

If you do not (yet) find an answer to one or the other question or are not sure if you have understood the question 
correctly, do not worry. However, it is important that the questionnaire, at least most of it, is completed and signed at the 
appointment. For minors, the signature of the parents (or legal guardian) is required. 
 
CLOTHING FOR HYPNOSIS: 
For the time of appointment, you should wear light, comfortable clothes and especially make sure that nothing presses 
into the back of your knees (e.g. jeans are not advisable). Depending on the room temperature, you can also cover 
yourself with a light blanket (remember that during hypnosis your perception expands immensely). What is perceived as a 
nice "fresh" temperature at the beginning can suddenly be perceived as unpleasantly "cold" during hypnosis.  
 

However, if a blanket is used, then care should be taken to ensure that the arms and hands are freely above and not below 
the blanket so that they can move freely during the hypnosis itself. 
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PRE-DISCUSSION AND ESTABLISING OF YOUR PERSONAL HYPNOSIS GOALS: 
The purpose of the preliminary meeting is for you and the therapist to get to know each other. The therapist will explain 
the process of hypnosis in detail and answer all your questions.  
 

Above all, you will define your personal goals together and record them in writing. This trusting conversation lasts 
different lengths of time, but at least 2 hours. 
 
 
METAL OBJECTS:  
At least before the SOL-Hypnosis® begins, the Therapist will ask you to remove any metal objects (i.e. no keys, coins or 
other metal objects in your pockets). Also, please remove jewelry (such as necklaces and/or bracelets, ear and finger 
rings, and wrist watches) before hypnosis, because metal on you that is not part of your own system could interfere with 
hypnosis.  
 

On the other hand, for example a wedding ring or piercings which you practically never take off, but always wear on your 
person, you can keep on if you wish, because it belongs by the constant carrying thus "to the own system". 
 

To be able to easily distinguish what “belongs to your system” and what does not, you can simply ask yourself the 
question: “What do I always carry on me, even when I go to sleep or take a bath or shower?”. 
 
 
MOBILE DEVICES: 
Mobile devices emit electromagnetic signals and interfere with human energy. To avoid this interference, we ask you to 
turn off your mobile devices (smart phones, tablets, ...) or at least set them to flight mode (not just mute) during the 
preliminary conversation and especially during the hypnosis itself. 
 
 
"POSITIVE RESOURCE - WORD":  
In order to be able to carry out the SOL-Hypnosis®, the therapist need a word from you, a so-called "positive resource", 
at the latest before the hypnosis begins. We need this word in case the therapist should guide you into a pleasant feeling 
during the hypnosis.  
 

In order to define such a word, choose a nice experience, a nice place (or a person) and connect it with a word. It does not 
have to be an absolute, earth-shattering event in your life. For example, a client chose the word "red bicycle". He can 
remember very well how overjoyed he felt when he was given his first bicycle as a little boy.  
 

You don't have to tell the therapist the background to this word either if you don't want to. It is much more important that 
you feel a pleasant, nice feeling that you associate with this chosen word. 
 
 
HYPNOSIS SESSION IN LYING POSITION:  
In face-to-face SOL Hypnosis®, you lie on a comfortable couch with a special pillow, your legs are slightly elevated with 
foam pillows, in a very comfortable lying position. 

 

The therapist sits during the entire hypnosis lasts and speaks to you. The hypnosis is initiated by eye fixation, where the 
therapist asks you to follow a certain point with your eyes (this tires your eyes) and as soon as he touches your forehead 
with one finger, you will close your eyes and slide into a comfortable deep relaxation (Theta-State). Your body is asleep, 
but the mind is awake. You listen to the therapist guiding you to the pre-set goals of hypnosis. You will hear every detail 
of the hypnosis. 
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THETA- STATE:  
The Theta state is a very deeply relaxed state of the mind; the brainwaves are going down to only 4-7 cycles per 
second. Every person knows this, usually twice a day, when switching from awake to sleep state and in the morning from 
sleep (Delta) back to awake state (Alpha, Beta and Gamma).  
 

However, this daily Theta state is only of very short duration, often only fractions of seconds. In SOL-Hypnosis® the 
client is kept exactly in this brainwave frequency (one is neither awake nor asleep - just exactly in between). In this 
Theta-Brainwave frequency a connection between consciousness and subconsciousness is possible for us human 
beings, because in this brainwave frequency the perception is immensely expanded and at the same time the ability to 
criticize is reduced. 

                                 
 
 

REGRESSION AND RE-CONDITIONING:  
Once this Theta state has been reached sufficiently deeply, the therapist can now, as a first step, ask the subconscious very 
precisely to call up the situation in which the original cause of the effect (burden) lies. The client becomes an observer; he 
feels and sees the cause inwardly and can describe it in speech. This is called Regression. 
 

Once the cause of the effect (= physical or mental symptom / burden) is identified, the therapist can use questioning 
technique to get your subconscious mind to either resolve or transform these stresses identified in regression. This is 
called Re-Conditioning. The whole SOL-Hypnosis® Flow in Theta-State is as follows: 
 

 
 
 

VIBRATION- AND FREQUENCY CHANGE RESULT OF YOUR OWN ENERGETIC SYSTEM:  
Due to self-reconditioning by questions of the therapist, the subconscious mind will change its inner cognitions 
(information) and beliefs by itself and thus replace low frequencies 
with higher frequencies, which inevitably brings about the dissolution 
of the burden and allows holistic (= healing), healthy energy to flow 
in the system. The influences on our own system by frequency 
change can be illustrated very well for example by the water crystal 
experiments of Dr. M. Emoto (see figure of the water crystal change 
example by simple word frequency impact). In this way, our clients 
themselves find what they were looking for: a healthy, successful and 
sustainable life. 
 

Following hypnosis, you and the therapist will have a brief final conversation (debriefing). If the hypnosis has been 
carried out successfully and all target points have been treated, no further follow-up treatments are then usually required.  

 
Consciousness 

and 
Subconsciousness 

are knowingly 
connected in the 

Theta state 
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IN SUMMARY: 
It requires one appointment with the therapist of about half a day, for the preliminary talk (about 2 – 3 hours.) and then 
the hypnosis itself (about 1 – 2 hours) followed by a short debriefing. 
 

Set yourself up for the day of hypnosis as if it were a day off, which you can enjoy in a comfy way. Just be relaxed and let 
your therapist guide you within mutual confidence. 
 
 
 
 

NOTE about Warranty, Costs, Invoicing and Payment: 
 

We cannot guarantee the success of SOL-Hypnosis® in advance, because every person is different and therefore every hypnosis is 
different. Therefore, we only charge the costs incurred when it has been successfully carried out. SOL-Hypnosis® is only successful 
when the following 3 conditions are met: 
 
1) Mutual (voluntary) CONSENT based on free-will between the client and the therapist: 
The client must want to perform SOL-Hypnosis® of his own free will and belief, without coercion. This also applies to minors, i.e., 
although the legal signature of the legal representative is required for the performance of hypnosis on minors, the minor must still want 
to perform the hypnosis of his or her own accord. Without this voluntary consent, the SOL-Hypnosis-Therapist® will not perform 
hypnosis. 
 
2) Mutual TRUST between the client and the SOL Hypnosis Therapist®: Successful energy-based hypnotic work requires that a 
trusting relationship exists between the client and the therapist. Such trust, from the client towards the therapist, but equally from the 
therapist towards the client, is therefore built up in the preliminary conversation. The client and therapist get to know each other, 
hypnosis goals are carefully defined and discussed together, and any open questions are answered. It is not uncommon for such a 
preparatory meeting to last 2-3 hours (sometimes even longer). 
 
3) Sufficient TRANCE-DEPTH in hypnosis: A dialogue between the therapist and the client's subconscious mind presupposes a 
minimum depth of hypnotic trance (= altered state of consciousness). Whether this minimum depth of trance is reached or not, no one 
can know in advance, because every person is different, and therefore every hypnosis is different. Although in more than 90% of the 
cases the necessary trance is reached during SOL-Hypnosis®, we do not give any guarantee in advance. 
 
The costs are therefore only incurred if the hypnosis could be completed successfully, i.e. the goals set BEFORE the hypnosis could be 
anchored 3 times during the hypnosis (anchored = the subconscious mind of the client has accepted the previously agreed re-
conditioning in the hypnosis for itself and confirmed this 3 times to the therapist during the hypnosis-session). If the client decides not 
to undergo hypnosis after the preliminary consultation (for whatever reason), then no invoice will be issued. 
 
If the hypnosis could be performed as described in advance, the customer will receive a receipt against cash payment. Payment is due 
immediately after successfully completed hypnosis. Any requests for partial payments should be discussed with the therapist BEFORE 
the hypnosis. 
 

 
We hope this information will help you to be best prepared for your SOL Hypnosis®. However, if you have any 
questions before the preliminary talk, please do not hesitate to contact us. We are here for you. 
 

For our part, we will do everything we can to ensure that your hypnosis will be a success with life-changing effects, as it 
has for countless of our clients. 
 
Yours, 
SOL-Hypnosis® PALAWAN Team 
 
 
Links: 
 

     Webpage with insight to the background of the founder and Lic’d. Master of SOL-Hypnosis® PALAWAN: 
www.sbcompetence.com 
 

     Facebook-Page of SOL-Hypnosis® PALAWAN incl. Information about our Therapy and Training-Center in Palawan: 
https://www.facebook.com/solhypnosis.palawan 
 

      YouTube Channel SOL-Hypnosis® PALAWAN with explanatory video «Make the impossible Possible”: 
https://youtu.be/sQC4ImgAedI 
 

      YouTube Channel INSIDE-MIND with lots of SOL-Hypnosis® testimonials (from cured back pains, depressions, cancers, new 
life perspectives and many more): 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAWuPshWnJHASLTuGj7MdSw/featured 
 


